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Rifle Buyers Guide
C. Rodney James provides a starting point for the beginner as well as a
current summary of the state of small-bore rifles, ammunition, and shooting
for intermediate shooters. Small-Bore Rimfire Rifles also points the way for
those who want to venture into the more rarefied regions of upper-level
competitive, benchrest, and long-range varmint shooting, plus that eternal
search for the perfect rifle. James packs his book with tested tips, tactics,
and techniques for small-bore rimfires, such as: Small-bore rimfire
ammunition Choosing a rifle Semiauto and bolt-action rifles Accurate
shooting Cleaning, maintenance, and care Range, lethality, and performance
Hunting and varmint shooting Modern competitive shooting And much more!
Small-bore rifle shooting has and will continue to provide millions with
endless hours of enjoyment on the range and in the field. Pick up Small-Bore
Rimfire Rifles today.
This collector?s guide to highly collectible group known as the assault
weapons gives an overview of different types of assault firearms, explains
relative scarcity, outlines profit potential and manufacturer differences, lists
gun values, and includes expert buyer tips.
FIREARMS GUIDE 4th EDITION Five products on one DVD every shooter must
have: Firearms Guide is the world's most extensive firearms, ammo and air
guns reference guide and gun schematics library. It is a must have for
anyone with an interest in firearms, air guns, ammunition, hunting and
shooting, both for professionals and hobbyists. It is the ultimate tool to
search, find, identify and research modern and historic guns. Our database
of 57,000 guns and ammo from 630 manufacturers worldwide and 0ver
4,300 gun schematics with parts lists from 360 manufacturers is so
extensive, we couldn't fit it in a book, so we put it on a double-layer DVD for
your computer! Even though it is on DVD, Firearms Guide does not require
any installation on the user's computer, it starts automatically when
inserted, so it's really not software but a gun reference guide readable on
PC.Using the Firearms Guide saves a lot of time and money for gun
enthusiasts. Instead of buying several publications and surfing for hours on
the internet from one manufacturer's website to another, by searching the
Firearms Guide's database of 57,000 models from 630 manufacturers from
around the world with 14 search criteria, the user gets a search result
literally in a second. The user can check out guns, compare them and their
prices, check the ammo that they use, and start another search. Plus, guns
are presented with exclusive high-resolution color pictures unavailable
anywhere else.- EXAMPLE 1: If you search Firearms Multimedia Guide by
using this search criteria: Pistol, 45 ACP, Made in USA, Polymer frame,
Stainless slide finish, With accessory rail, in price range $500 - $1,000 your
search result will be 7 pistols. Try to do that in Google.- EXAMPLE 2: If you
type in the Google search bar: Shotgun, Pump action, Thumbhole stock your
search result will be 26,400 web sites. If you use the same search criteria in
the Firearms Multimedia Guide your search result will be 18 shotguns.Page 1/15
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EXAMPLE 3: If you type in the Google search bar: Pistol, 9mm Luger, Made in
USA your search result will be 53,500 web sites. If you use the same search
criteria in the Firearms Multimedia Guide your search result will be 72 pistols
1. Reference guide that presents over 57,000 models of Firearms, Airguns
and Ammo from 630 manufacturers worldwide (45 countries)! • Now with
Historic & Military Firearms - machine and submachine guns, assault rifles
and other guns from Civil War, WWI, WWII, Vietnam War, etc • Computer
searchable with 14 different search criteria! Find any gun in a second! •
Presents models with Tech Specs – Hi-Resolution Color Pictures – Features Ballistics – Prices! • Over 39,000 high-resolution color pictures in resolution
up to 6636 x 1492! • Up to 12 pictures per model! Zoom in to see the
smallest details! • Guns are presented in different finishes, stock types and
stock materials! • Exclusive U.S. and EU custom guns with price tags up to
$1,000,000! • Interlinked ammo and gun database. Check the stopping
power of each gun with one click.2. Schematics Library with over 4,300 high
resolution gun schematics with parts lists from 360 manufacturers! • Search
for a specific gun schematic by manufacturer, then choose the model and
zoom in to see the smallest gun parts and print out any schematic.•
Schematics are for old and new guns 3. FFL Locator – Database of over
62,000 gun dealers in the USA with phone numbers and addresses. When
you need a gun dealer find them by type of license, by state and by ZIP
code.4. 500 Printable Targets – Print as many as you like! Shoot as many as
you like! Choose from a great selection: game animals, silhouettes,
crosshairs, sight-ins, fun-to-shoot objects, etc. Both black & white and color
targets! 5. US-EU Ammo Caliber Chart - No more hassle trying to figure out
which EU ammo caliber is which US ammo caliber. We've figured it out for
you, from US to EU and EU to US - works both ways!
For the first time, the definitive account of America’s most powerful, most
secretive, and most controversial nonprofit, and how far it has strayed from
its origins. The National Rifle Association is unique in American life. Few
other civic organizations are as old or as large. None is as controversial. It is
largely due to the NRA that the U.S. gun policy differs so extremely — some
would say so tragically — from that of every other developed nation. But, as
Frank Smyth shows, the NRA has evolved from an organization concerned
above all with marksmanship — and which supported most government
efforts around gun control for a hundred years — to one that resists all
attempts to restrict guns in any way. At the same time, the organization has
also buried its own remarkable history. Here is that story, from the NRA’s
surprising roots in post-Civil War New York City to the defining event that
changed its culture forever — the so called “Cincinnati Revolt” of 1977 — to
the present day, where President Donald Trump is the most ardent
champion in the White House the NRA has ever had. For anyone who has
looked at access to guns in our society and asked “Why?”, this is an
unmatched account of how we got here, and who got us here.
A Comprehensive, Fully-Illustrated Guide to Modern Firearms with Current
Market Values
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A Complete Manual to Buying and Owning a Personal Firearm
The Most Extensive Firearms Reference Guide in the World! With 4,300 gun
schematics.
Special AR-15 Section Included: a Buyer's and Shooter's Guide
Gun Trader's Guide, Thirty-Seventh Edition
Catalogue & Buyers Guide, No. 56 [fall & Winter] 1894-95
Centerfire Rifles: A Buyer’s and Shooter’s Guide

Before the Internet, Wal-Mart, and the shopping mall, there was
Montgomery Ward.
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the world's first completely digital, computer searchable, firearms,
ammunition and air guns reference guide on DVD for Windows PC! It raises
the bar from standard firearms publications like magazines and books to
the next level of multimedia publications. It is the ultimate tool to search,
find, identify and research guns and ammunition. Even though it is on DVD,
Firearms Multimedia Guide does not require any installation on users PC, it
starts automatically when inserted in PC, ready to be used. UNIQUE
FEATURES OF FIREARMS MULTIMEDIA GUIDE: • First digital, computer
searchable guns & ammo reference guide • Presents over 41,000 models of
Firearms, Airguns and Ammo from 345 manufacturers worldwide! •
Computer searchable with 14 different search criteria! Find any gun in a
second! • Presents models with Tech Specs – Hi-Resolution Color Pictures
- Features – Prices! • Over 24,000 high-resolution color pictures in
resolution up to 6636 x 1492! • Up to 12 pictures per model! Click and zoom
in to see smallest details! • Guns are presented in different finishes, stock
types and stock materials! • Exclusive U.S. and EU custom guns with price
tags up to $1,000,000! • Interinked ammo and gun database. Check the
stopping power of each gun with just one click. • BONUS FEATURES: 500
Printable Targets, US-EU Ammo Caliber Chart, Gun Making Video • Retail
price: $29.99 • On DVD For Windows XP, Vista and 7. Works directly from
DVD. Needs no installation. This is NOT a book. What the most respected
media has written about Firearms Multimedia Guide: "It runs remarkably
fast...Intuitive and informative for all shooters...A fine reference guide to
keep handy" - NRA's Shooting Illustrated (May 2010 issue) "An incredible
source of information...to useful to keep a secret" - Gun Trade News (UK
trade magazine, March 2010 issue) "The DVD is worth the price for the
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target images alone" - GunBlast.com "Plenty of value for the money" - Wild
Deer & Hunting Adventures (Australia, April 2010 issue) Using the Firearms
Multimedia Guide saves a lot of time and money for gun enthusiasts.
Instead of buying several publications and surfing for hours on the internet
from one manufacturer’s website to another, by searching the Firearms
Multimedia Guide’s database of 41,000 models from 345 manufacturers
from around the world with 14 search criteria, the user gets a search result
literally in a second. The user can check out guns, compare them and their
prices, check the ammo that they use, and start another search. Plus, guns
are presented with exclusive high-resolution color pictures unavailable
anywhere else. Now you will be able to see smallest details of engraving,
checkering, open actions, etc. INTERLINKED FIREARMS AND AMMUNITION
DATABASES Finding out the stopping power or effective reach of any
pistol, revolver, rifle or shotgun in the Firearms Multimedia Guide is a
simple task. Each model of firearm is connected with all ammunition in that
specific caliber. While checking one gun out, with just one click of the
button the user can see bullet styles, bullet weights, features, velocities,
energies and trajectories of all ammo in that caliber.
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve
their technology and their world. The core belief that Popular Science and
our readers share: The future is going to be better, and science and
technology are the driving forces that will help make it better.
If you are seeking a comprehensive reference for collectible gun values, the
Gun Trader's Guide is the only book you need. For more than half a
century, this guide has been the standard reference for collectors, curators,
dealers, shooters, and gun enthusiasts. Updated annually, it remains the
definitive source for making informed decisions on used firearms
purchases. Included are extensive listings for handguns, shotguns, and
rifles from some of the most popular manufacturers, including Beretta,
Browning, Colt, Remington, Savage, Smith & Wesson, Winchester, and
many more. This thirty-fifth edition boasts one hundred new entries since
last year's edition and includes a complete index and a guide on how to
properly and effectively use this book in order to find the market value for
your collectible modern firearm. Determine the new in box, excellent, and
good condition prices for any firearm you want to sell or trade. With new
introductory materials that every gun collector and potential buyer should
read, this book is the ultimate guide to purchasing classic or discontinued
firearms. No matter what kind of modern firearm you own or collect, the
Gun Trader's Guide should remain close at hand.
The Family Preparedness Buyer's Guide
A Comprehensive, Fully Illustrated Reference for Modern Shotguns with
Current Market Values
Consumer Reports Buying Guide Issue
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Gun Digest Buyer's Guide to Tactical Rifles
The NRA
The Illustrated Collector's Price and Reference Guide
The Ultimate Step-by-step Beginner's Guide on What to Look for in Your
Ar-15 and the Best Models to Choose from
This book is devoted to a whole series of useful firearms, beginning
with the well-known .22 Long Rifle. The venerable "twenty-two" hosts a
wide array of interesting loads, including some ultra-quiet choices
and fairly nasty high-speed rounds. Even hotter rimfire calibers
include the .22 Winchester Magnum Rimfire, plus three small-bore
derivatives: the .17 Mach II, .17 Hornady Rimfire Magnum, and
Winchester's high velocity .17 Super Magnum. Careful shopping can
provide us with a useful rimfire (or maybe even two) with which to
quietly harvest small game or eliminate pests. An economical .22 LR
firearm can also serve as a great high-powered rifle trainer if
similar function is considered. In a pinch, it might even work for
self-defense. The rimfires can't do everything, but they can do a lot
once fully understood. One trait is easy to overlook until you start
shooting. They're lots of fun! This book will lead the way from
beginning to end.
The growing concern over the number of accidental firearm shootings,
especially those involving children, prompted passage of the initial
handgun safety law which went into effect in 1994. The stated intent
of the California Legislature in enacting the current FSC law is for
persons who obtain firearms to have a basic familiarity with those
firearms, including, but not limited to, the safe handling and storage
of those firearms. The statutory authority for this program is
contained in Penal Code sections 26840 and 31610 through 31700. These
statutes mandate DOJ to develop, implement and maintain the FSC
Program. Pursuant to Penal Code section 26840, a firearms dealer
cannot deliver a firearm unless the person receiving the firearm
presents a valid FSC, which is obtained by passing a written test on
firearm safety. Prior to taking delivery of a firearm from a licensed
firearms dealer, the purchaser/recipient must also successfully
perform a safe handling demonstration with that firearm..
The one-stop guide to buying collectible firearms, with more than two
million copies sold! If you are seeking a comprehensive reference for
collectible gun values, the Gun Trader’s Guide is the only book you
need. For more than half a century, this guide has been the standard
reference for collectors, curators, dealers, shooters, and gun
enthusiasts. Updated annually, it remains the definitive source for
making informed decisions on used firearms purchases. Included are
extensive listings for handguns, shotguns, and rifles from some of the
most popular manufacturers, including Beretta, Browning, Colt,
Remington, Savage, Smith & Wesson, Winchester, and many more. This
thirty-seventh edition boasts dozens of new entries since last year’s
edition and includes a complete index and a guide on how to properly
and effectively use this book in order to find the market value for
your collectible modern firearm. Determine the prices for any firearm
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you want to sell or trade, whether its condition is in box, excellent,
or good. With new introductory materials that every gun collector and
potential buyer should read, this book is the ultimate guide to
purchasing classic or discontinued firearms. No matter what kind of
modern firearm you own or collect, the Gun Trader’s Guide should
remain close at hand. Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a broad
range of books for hunters and firearms enthusiasts. We publish books
about shotguns, rifles, handguns, target shooting, gun collecting,
self-defense, archery, ammunition, knives, gunsmithing, gun repair,
and wilderness survival. We publish books on deer hunting, big game
hunting, small game hunting, wing shooting, turkey hunting, deer
stands, duck blinds, bowhunting, wing shooting, hunting dogs, and
more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times
bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing
books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers
and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Air-powered guns offer many useful possibilities for informed
shooters. First, we can mail-order both airguns and their ammunition,
which don't fall under the jurisdiction of BATF (check your local
regulations). Airguns also tend to be quiet - a useful advantage if
low-impact hunting is necessary. The right choice will have adequate
power for small game, and possibly even deer. From here it gets better
since uninformed people will lump them all together as simple BB guns.
In fact, airguns still maintain social acceptance not only
domestically, but also around the globe. As a result, sophisticated
designs have evolved with outstanding performance. Some are even sold
in head-turning calibers like 9mm, .45, or .50-caliber! On a smaller
and more affordable scale, we can also improve our all-around shooting
skills while having some low-cost fun. Since an understanding of the
various power-plants is essential, this thorough and complete guide
will provide the necessary information for its purchase and use.
Rimfire Rifles: A Buyer’s and Shooter’s Guide
A Guide for Rimfire Users
Tactical to Practial
Rimfire Rifles
Shooter's Bible Guide to AR-15s, 2nd Edition
2022 Standard Catalog of Firearms 32nd Edition
The most recent information and specs on the popular AR-15 rifle. There’s no denying
the popularity and intense fascination with AR-15s among firearms enthusiasts today.
Interest has grown rapidly over the past decade, spurred by the versatility of modern
sporting rifles in addition to increased performance. Here, inside the most
comprehensive source to date in a newly updated second edition, is Doug Howlett’s
expert approach to everything from the intriguing history of the AR to breaking down
the weapon piece by piece, choosing ammunition, and even building your own gun. In
this complete book of AR-style firearms, you can peruse the products of all
manufacturers, learn about the evolution of the AR from its uses in the military in the
1960s to its adaptation for law enforcement and civilian uses, and gain essential
knowledge on the parts and functions of the rifle. Also included are chapters on
customizing and accessorizing ARs, with a special focus on builders in small gun
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shops and their unique and successful products. Look into the future of the AR straight
from top gun authorities! Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a broad range of
books for hunters and firearms enthusiasts. We publish books about shotguns, rifles,
handguns, target shooting, gun collecting, self-defense, archery, ammunition, knives,
gunsmithing, gun repair, and wilderness survival. We publish books on deer hunting,
big game hunting, small game hunting, wing shooting, turkey hunting, deer stands,
duck blinds, bowhunting, wing shooting, hunting dogs, and more. While not every title
we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are
committed to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other
publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
The essential guide to survival plan essentials! The key to being prepared is to have
the things you need ahead of time--before an emergency happens. During these
uncertain times, there is no such thing as being over prepared. With the huge range of
potential disasters to prepare for, it can be overwhelming trying to decide which items
are best to include in your survival plans. The Family Preparedness Buyer's Guide is an
all-in-one guide to essential equipment that meets all basic survival needs. Applying
this information to your survival plans will ensure your loved ones will be provided with
adequate shelter, water, food and then some in a variety of emergency situations.
Inside you'll find: • Chapters arranged by survival category--survival kits; emergency
shelter, fire and clothing; lighting and power sources; hydration and water purification;
emergency food and cooking gear; multipurpose tools, first aid and hygiene; survival
knives and cutting tools; communication and navigation tools; and survival guns. •
Lists of specifications for various disaster products so you can compare across brands
and models and select the gear that is right for you • Detailed feature articles for each
gear type so you understand why the gear is essential before purchasing anything •
Reviews of specific gear and survival-related products When you are prepared, you're
not just hoping for the best, you're planning for the best possible outcome no matter
what life throws at you. Begin preparing today.
The AR-15 is a rifle that needs no introduction. It's currently the most popular
centerfire rifle sold in the United States of America and without question is one of the
most versatile firearms that you can own. If you are looking to purchase your first
AR-15 soon but don't know what to look for or what makes and models to choose from,
you've come to the right place. Not all AR-15s are created equally, and if you want to
buy the highest quality AR-15 you can at the lowest possible price point, this book will
serve as an invaluable resource for you so you know exactly what to look for. In this
guide, we will discuss the following topics: -The Benefits of the AR-15 Platform -Top
Features To Look For In An AR-15 -The Best Makes and Models of AR-15's For
Beginners The purpose of this book is to help you find the best AR-15 for your needs.
By the time you are done reading this book, you will fully understand how the AR-15
rifle works, and how selecting different parts or components will impact the
performance of your rifle. At the end of this book, I will recommend some specific
brands and models of AR-15s for beginners and discuss my reasons for why I
recommend them.
Introducing the first edition of a one-of-a-kind rifle value guide from the editors at 2nd
Amendment Media. This value guide covers a wide variety of rifles. This full color book
offers accurate pricing estimates along with rifle specifications, production history, and
valuable market information. Our editors introduce the official Redbook Code and offer
values for multiple buying and selling scenarios, making it easy for both dealers and
consumers to access accurate pricing. Additionally, since wear is a huge factor in
determining a firearm's values, we offer a firearm condition grading scale, rating guns
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at New In Box (NIB), Mint, Excellent, VG+ (Very Good Plus), Good, Fair, and Poor. With
all of these elements to offer, this book will quickly become your go-to reference guide
for rifle pricing.
Popular Science
Montgomery Ward & Co. Catalogue and Buyers' Guide 1895
AK-47 Buyer's Guide
Gun Trader's Guide, Thirty-Fourth Edition
Blue Book of Gun Values
Gun Trader's Guide, Thirty-Fifth Edition
Gun Digest Shooter's Guide to Rifle Marksmanship

2nd Amendment Media welcomes Jorge Amselle to our family of
authors with his upcoming AK-47 Buyer's Guide for 2015. Amselle is
an NRA-certified firearms instructor, a veteran, and a full-time
writer in the firearms industry. His writings on gun politics have
been featured in The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, and
others, and he has testified on gun rights issues before state
legislatures and U.S. Congress. Amselle brings his specialization in
the tactical market to bear in the AK-47 Buyer's Guide, giving
readers the low-down on the platform's history, varying
manufacturing methods, and how to choose the best maker for
their needs. He also imparts practical knowledge about ammunition
and caliber choices, accessories, maintenance, and training with the
AK. The book offers AK enthusiasts a chance to receive a wellrounded education on a wide breadth of topics related to the
platform from a qualified expert whose writing style is as
entertaining as it is informative.
Everything you need to know about AR-15s from top firearms
writers. The Guns & Ammo Guide to AR-15s is packed with a wealth
of valuable information compiled by the foremost firearms writers
today. A vast range of topics is covered in these articles, including:
The lure of the SBR The evolution of the REPR Bore conditions that
affect your cold-bore shot Geissele triggers Aperture sights High
precision (down) range AR 9mm perfection Reloading for AR-15s
And much more! Discover tried and true tips, tactics, and
techniques from the pros along with guidance on buying gear and
firearms from experts including Patrick Sweeney, David Faubion,
SGM Kyle Lamb, Tom Beckstrand, and Eric R. Poole. The Guns &
Ammo Guide to AR-15s has everything you could want to learn
about AR-15s.
The one-stop guide to buying collectible firearms, with more than
two million copies sold! If you are seeking a comprehensive
reference for collectible gun values, the Gun Trader’s Guide is the
only book you need. For more than half a century, this guide has
been the standard reference for collectors, curators, dealers,
shooters, and gun enthusiasts. Updated annually, it remains the
definitive source for making informed decisions on used firearms
purchases. Included are extensive listings for handguns, shotguns,
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and rifles from some of the most popular manufacturers, including
Beretta, Browning, Colt, Remington, Savage, Smith & Wesson,
Winchester, and many more. This forty-first edition boasts dozens
of new entries since last year’s edition and includes a complete
index and a guide on how to properly and effectively use this book
in order to find the market value for your collectible modern
firearm. Determine the new prices for any firearm you want to sell
or trade, whether its condition is in-box, excellent, or good. With
new introductory materials that every gun collector and potential
buyer should read, this book is the ultimate guide to purchasing
classic or discontinued firearms. No matter what kind of modern
firearm you own or collect, the Gun Trader’s Guide should remain
close at hand.
This book is devoted to a whole series of useful firearms, beginning
with the well-known .22 Long Rifle. The venerable “twenty-two”
hosts a wide array of interesting loads, including some ultra-quiet
choices and fairly nasty high-speed rounds. Even hotter rimfire
calibers include the .22 Winchester Magnum Rimfire, plus three
small-bore derivatives: the .17 Mach II, .17 Hornady Rimfire
Magnum, and Winchester’s high velocity .17 Super Magnum. Careful
shopping can provide us with a useful rimfire (or maybe even two)
with which to quietly harvest small game or eliminate pests. An
economical .22 LR firearm can also serve as a great high-powered
rifle trainer if similar function is considered. In a pinch, it might
even work for self-defense. The rimfires can’t do everything, but
they can do a lot once fully understood. One trait is easy to
overlook until you start shooting. They’re lots of fun! This book will
lead the way from beginning to end.
A Guide Book of Rifle Values
Firearms Guide 4th Edition
A Comprehensive Guide to Modern Sporting Rifles and Their
Variants
Air Rifles: A Buyer’s and Shooter’s Guide
A Comprehensive, Fully Illustrated Guide to Modern Firearms with
Current Market Values
Small-Bore Rifles
A Buyer's and Shooter's Guide
Gun Trader's Guide is the original reference guide for gun values.
For more than half a century, this book has been the standard
reference for collectors, curators, dealers, shooters, and gun
enthusiasts. Now in a completely updated edition, it remains the
definitive source for making informed decisions on used firearms
purchases. Included are extensive listings for handguns, shotguns,
and rifles from some of the most popular manufacturers, including
Beretta, Browning, Colt, Remington, Winchester, and many more.This
thirty-fourth edition includes a complete index and a guide on how to
properly and effectively use this book in order to find the market
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value for your collectible modern firearm. With new color photos from
gun dealers and shows, as well as introductory materials that every
gun collector and potential buyer should read, this book is the
ultimate guide to purchasing firearms. No matter what kind of modern
collectible firearm you own or collect, the Gun Trader's Guide should
remain close at hand.
Centerfire Rifles: A Buyer’s and Shooter’s Guide, Special AR-15
Section Included is Steve Markwith’s fifth firearms book in the
Survival Guns series. Steve applies his 25+ years as a full-time
firearms instructor to guide the reader through the selection,
function, and use of centerfire rifles. The information contained
within is detailed, covering far more than just the firearm itself,
leaving the reader confident in his/her plan to learn the about the
gun in a reasoned, logical way. He uses eight guidelines for
centerfire selection: In widespread use A reputation for
dependability Easy to operate Readily Available Parts Readily
Available Ammunition Easy to Maintain Accommodate Practical
Accessories Represent a Good Value Steve takes the reader through
action types, ammunition, sighting systems, rifle choices,
accessories, range work and training, and accuracy and distance,
cleaning and maintenance. Given the wide popularity of the AR-15
system, Steve also devotes an entire second section specific to the
AR covering everything the beginning and intermediate shooter needs
to know about ARs: ammunition options, sighting systems, choosing an
AR-15, AR possibilities, accessories, and tips. His in-depth
knowledge and no-nonsense writing style makes this book a joy to
read. Complemented with many photographs, this is a must have on the
bookshelf of any firearms enthusiast.
"The ... illustrated introduction to firearms from an experienced
instructor"--P. [4] of cover.
Centerfire Rifles: A Buyer's and Shooter's Guide, Special AR-15
Section Included is Steve Markwith's fifth firearms book in the
Survival Guns series. Steve applies his 25+ years as a full-time
firearms instructor to guide the reader through the selection,
function, and use of centerfire rifles. The information contained
within is detailed, covering far more than just the firearm itself,
leaving the reader confident in his/her plan to learn the about the
gun in a reasoned, logical way. He uses eight guidelines for
centerfire selection: In widespread use A reputation for
dependability Easy to operate Readily available parts Readily
available ammunition Easy to maintain Accommodate practical
accessories Represent a good value Steve takes the reader through
action types, ammunition, sighting systems, rifle choices,
accessories, range work and training, and accuracy and distance,
cleaning and maintenance. Given the wide popularity of the AR-15
system, Steve also devotes an entire second section specific to the
AR covering everything the beginning and intermediate shooter needs
to know about ARs: ammunition options, sighting systems, choosing an
AR-15, AR possibilities, accessories, and tips. His in-depth
knowledge and no-nonsense writing style makes this book a joy to
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read. Complemented with many photographs, this is a must have on the
bookshelf of any firearms enthusiast.
FIREARM SAFETY CERTIFICATE - M
A Comprehensive, Fully Illustrated Reference for Modern Rifles with
Current Market Values
Gun Trader's Guide to Rifles
Gun Trader's Guide to Shotguns
A Beginner's Guide to Buying and Owning Firearms
A Buyer's and Shooters Guide
The Comprehensive Guide to Sporting Firearms for Today's Rifle Buyer

Whether you're a first-time rifle buyer or an experienced rifle owner looking for
formal, comprehensive training, Gun Digest Shooter's Guide to Rifle
Marksmanship delivers the foundational marksmanship training you need. In this
information-packed volume, you will find: Complete and simple explanations that
teach the fundamental skills and techniques required to perform well. Practice
drills with step-by-step instructions that show you how to perform the techniques
properly, and help you to analyze and correct your performance. Hundreds of
clear, detailed photos to illustrate the techniques. With the techniques in this
book, you'll progress from basic competence to expert, building sound knowledge
and understanding of fundamental marksmanship methods and techniques along
the way.
The Ultimate Optics Guide to Rifle Shooting walks you through each step of the
process on how to use your optical rifle scope to its maximum potential. A
complete and comprehensive guide to using your rifle scope in the field or on the
range. The optical rifle scope has been in use for more than one hundred years,
but it's not until now that a book has come along to teach the shooter how to truly
use it. Law Enforcement and Military Snipers, competition shooters and hunters,
this book will raise your shooting skills to a whole new level of effectiveness. With
illustrations and full description of each facet of the operation of the rifle scope
this book is a must for anyone who uses an optic on a firearm. The author speaks
to you in a language that every shooter can understand and gives you real world
examples of its uses....
The Only Illustrated Gun Values Guide with over 7,800 Photos For more than a
quarter-century, Standard Catalog of Firearms has been the leading illustrated
guide to guns and their values, offering more for firearms enthusiasts and
collectors -- more photos, more prices, and more guns! We've updated this
edition with the newest entries from today's manufacturers of handguns, rifles,
and shotguns, plus the latest values from a wide range of experts, editors, and
auction houses for virtually every gun made or sold. 2022Standard Catalog of
Firearms is a must-have guide to commercial firearms, past, and present. Inside
You'll Find: More than 1,200 manufacturers and 18,000 models 7,800+ photos
with extensive descriptions Updated values in six condition grades for more than
100,000 prices 16-page full-color photo section showcasing engraved custom
guns Firearm trade names covering more than 150 years of gun history Whether
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you're a serious gun collector, a casual gun-show trader, a hunter or recreational
shooter, if you buy, sell or trade firearms, Standard Catalog of Firearms is the
best insurance you can buy!
The "bible" of the firearms industry for accurate value information and
descriptions of rifles, pistols, and shotguns. The industry standard for over 25
years!
Special AR-15 Section Included
Handgun Buyer's Guide
The Book of Rifles
ATF - National Firearms Act Handbook
Guns 101
A Comprehensive Guide to Using Your Riflescope on the Range and in the Field
Ar 15

Gun Trader's Guide is the bestselling collectible firearms reference,
having sold over two million copies in thirty-five editions. The
guide includes prices for all types of firearms, but what if you are
only interested in buying, selling, and collecting rifles? Then Gun
Trader's Guide to Rifles is the book for you! Featuring all your
favorite rifles from the original Gun Trader's Guide, plus hundreds
more, this is the only reference you'll ever need.Veteran editor and
firearms enthusiast Stephen D. Carpenteri has compiled and cataloged
discontinued and collectible rifles from your favorite manufacturers,
such as Anschütz, Browning, Colt, Marlin, Remington, Ruger, Savage,
Weatherby, Winchester, and more. Complete with specs and price
gradients based on the condition of the rifle, collecting and selling
your firearms will be easier than ever. Carpenteri also provides
valuable tips on how to use the guide, as well as articles on various
collectible rifles and the art of rifle trading. Also step behind the
scenes to learn what dealers are looking for, what they want in your
rifle, and what's required to become a dealer, which should help you
when buying, trading, or selling your rifles. Whether you are a firsttime rifle-owner or a longtime rifle enthusiast, Gun Trader's Guide
to Rifles is an invaluable tool to read before stepping foot in that
dealer's store or attending a gun show.
An illustrated price guide to semi-automatic rifles that accept
detachable magazines that hold over 20 rounds of ammunition.
The one-stop-shop for prospective handgun buyers. The market for new
handguns is expanding rapidly, and that’s good news for consumers.
Each year more and more new models break cover and there has never
been a better time to be in the market for a new handgun, whether
you’re a recreational shooter, a concealed carry permit holder, a
hunter or a serious competitive shooter. Today’s handguns offer
superb machining and utilize some of the most technologicallyadvanced alloys, polymers and finishes to help make the current crop
of handguns lightweight, accurate, durable, and affordable. This
increase in product offerings stem from new interest in handguns,
primarily as a result of nationwide issuance of concealed carry
permits. As laws have been enacted that protect the rights of gun
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owners and defend our personal liberties, more and more new shooters
are showing up on the range. But first-time shooters and new
concealed carry permit holders are not the only segment of the
handgun market that is seeing growth and interest. Pistol
competitions have become more popular and more advanced, evolving
from slow-fire matches at local gun clubs to modern IPSC, IDPA and
3-gun competitions. Handgun Buyer's Guide will help both the
bewildered new shooter find their feet and purchase a handgun, find
the best accessories, and locate a place to practice on hone their
skills. You'll find all you need for owning a handgun in the Handgun
Owner's Guide! Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a broad range
of books for hunters and firearms enthusiasts. We publish books about
shotguns, rifles, handguns, target shooting, gun collecting, selfdefense, archery, ammunition, knives, gunsmithing, gun repair, and
wilderness survival. We publish books on deer hunting, big game
hunting, small game hunting, wing shooting, turkey hunting, deer
stands, duck blinds, bowhunting, wing shooting, hunting dogs, and
more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times
bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing
books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers
and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Air-powered guns offer many useful possibilities for informed
shooters. First, we can mail-order both airguns and their ammunition,
which don’t fall under the jurisdiction of BATF (check your local
regulations). Airguns also tend to be quiet – a useful advantage if
low-impact hunting is necessary. The right choice will have adequate
power for small game, and possibly even deer. From here it gets
better since uninformed people will lump them all together as simple
BB guns. In fact, airguns still maintain social acceptance not only
domestically, but also around the globe. As a result, sophisticated
designs have evolved with outstanding performance. Some are even sold
in head-turning calibers like 9mm, .45, or .50-caliber! On a smaller
and more affordable scale, we can also improve our all-around
shooting skills while having some low-cost fun. Since an
understanding of the various power-plants is essential, this thorough
and complete guide will provide the necessary information for its
purchase and use.
Ar-15 Buyer's Guide
Gun Trader's Guide, Forty-Second Edition
Gun Trader's Guide, Forty-First Edition
Gun Digest Buyer's Guide To Assault Weapons
The Unauthorized History
Firearms Multimedia Guide
Practical Guide To Buying Your First Ar-15: Ar 15 Complete Upper
For the first time in a book, RifleShooter's top experts share their
thoughts on rifles, calibers, optics, and more for hunting big game in
North America and beyond. RifleShooter Magazine's Guide to Big-Game
Hunting is packed with useful information specifically geared toward big
game hunting with rifles. A vast range of topics are covered in these
articles, including:Light rifle accuracy Weatherproofing your rifle Caliber
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pros and cons Modern scopes Going lead-free Custom vs. factory rifles
And much more! Discover tried and true tips, tactics, and techniques from
the pros along with advice on buying gear and firearms from experts
including Craig Boddington, Brad Fitzpatrick, Layne Simpson, and J. Scott
Rupp. RifleShooter Magazine's Guide to Big-Game Hunting covers
everything you need to know about effectively hunting big game with
rifles.
Guns 101A Beginner's Guide to Buying and Owning FirearmsSkyhorse
Publishing Inc.
Everything you need to know to buy, sell, and collect shotguns.Gun
Trader’s Guide is the bestselling collectible firearms reference, having
sold over two million copies in thirty-six editions. The guide includes
prices for all types of firearms, but what if you are only interested in
buying, selling, and collecting shotguns? Then Gun Trader’s Guide to
Shotguns is the book for you! Featuring all your favorite shotguns from
the original Gun Trader’s Guide, plus hundreds more, this is the only
reference you'll ever need.Veteran editor and firearms enthusiast Robert
A. Sadowski has compiled and cataloged discontinued and collectible
shotguns from your favorite manufacturers. Complete with specs and
price gradients based on the condition of the shotgun, collecting and
selling your firearms will be easier than ever. Sadowski also provides
valuable tips on how to use the guide, as well as articles on various
collectible shotguns and the art of shotgun trading. Also step behind the
scenes to learn what dealers are looking for, what they want in your
shotgun, and what's required to become a dealer, which should help you
when buying, trading, or selling your shotguns. Whether you are a firsttime shotgun owner or a longtime shotgun enthusiast, Gun Trader’s Guide
to Shotguns is an invaluable tool to read before stepping foot in the
dealer's store or attending a gun show.Skyhorse Publishing is proud to
publish a broad range of books for hunters and firearms enthusiasts. We
publish books about shotguns, rifles, handguns, target shooting, gun
collecting, self-defense, archery, ammunition, knives, gunsmithing, gun
repair, and wilderness survival. We publish books on deer hunting, big
game hunting, small game hunting, wing shooting, turkey hunting, deer
stands, duck blinds, bowhunting, wing shooting, hunting dogs, and more.
While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a
national bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects that
are sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work
might not otherwise find a home.
Are you tired of buying a rifle? Or you want to build your own from scratch
that will suit your taste? Or customize it by adding things like scopes and
lasers for precision and fancy? Then this book is all you need to get
started. AR-15 rifle is a popular lightweight semiautomatic rifle that
closely resembles a military rifle like the M-16. However, the law places
them in a similar category with other semiautomatic civilian sporting
firearms. Building an AR-15 is an exciting thing provided you have the
right parts, accessories, and tools. Besides, ensure that you work from a
clean and wide surface. Again, there are different types of ARs - AR-15 A1,
AR-15 A2, AR-15 A3, and AR-15 Flattop. Decide which one you want to
build.
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A Comprehensive, Fully Illustrated Guide to Modern Collectible Firearms
with Current Market Values
Air Rifles
The Best Survival Gear, Tools, and Weapons for Your Skills and Budget
RifleShooter Magazine's Guide to Big-Game Hunting
A Comprehensive Guide to Black Guns
Centerfire Rifles
The Ultimate Optics Guide to Rifle Shooting

If you are seeking a comprehensive reference for collectible
gun values, the Gun Trader’s Guide is the only book you
need. Included are extensive listings for handguns,
shotguns, and rifles from some of the most popular
manufacturers, including Beretta, Browning, Colt, Remington,
Savage, Smith & Wesson, Winchester, and many more. The Gun
Trader's Guide is a one-stop manual to buying collectible
firearms. For more than half a century, this guide has been
the standard reference for collectors, curators, dealers,
shooters, and gun enthusiasts. Updated annually, it remains
the definitive source for making informed decisions on used
firearms purchases. With more than two million copies sold
and in its forty-second edition, this updated Gun Trader’s
Guide boasts dozens of new entries and includes a complete
index and a guide on how to properly and effectively use
this book in order to find the market value for your
collectible modern firearm. Determine the new prices for any
firearm you want to sell or trade, whether its condition is
in-box, excellent, or good. With new introductory materials
that every gun collector and potential buyer should read,
this book is the ultimate guide to purchasing classic or
discontinued firearms. No matter what kind of modern firearm
you own or collect, the Gun Trader’s Guide should remain
close at hand.
Guns & Ammo Guide to AR-15s
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